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The Pacific Region seems to be deteriorating into ahi曲-risk area．Building an overarching

Trans—Pacific Security Cooperation Architecture is the call ofthe hour．The aim is to fill the

vacuum ofa region·-wide all·-embracing arrangement to compensate for the deficiencies of

existing multi—lateral mechanisms．Fortunately,the Pacific Ocean offers ample space to

accommodate all players in their pursuit ofshared peace and common development．

The Changing Asia—Pacific Strategic Picture Qi Dapeng＆Zhang Chi 20

The Asia-Pacific region has evolved into a main battlefield of international strategic

rivalry．Tensions are escalating in China’S surrounding areas．China should strike a

dynamic balance between defending its legitimate rights and ensuring regional stability

by seizing the strategic initiative in managing crises and conflicts on the basis of

stabilizing foreign relations and pressing on with intemational cooperation．
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The Rise of Middle Power and China’s New Focus in Diplomacy

Jin Canrong,Dai Weilaf＆Jin Junda 34

The role of middle power is far-reaching，having evolved as a leading force in

international relations．In confronting the new dynamic China should change its middle

power perspective within its foreign strategy．By adjusting its strategic relations with

middle powers promptly and making an explicit stance，China can achieve more

flexibility,effectiveness and powerin diplomacy．

Sino-Philippine Dispute over the South China Sea and Its Prospects Li Jinming

Recently,the Philippines has taken the case ofthe Sino—Philippine dispute over the South

China Sea to international arbitration，and the U．S．has also made irresponsible comments

in order to sign the U．S．一Philippine Enhanced Defense Cooperation Agreement．All these

are not be conducive to a solution in the South China Sea dispute，and will not change the

fact of China’S sovereignty over the Nansha Islands and their adjacent waters．
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The on-going debate about whether the U．S．iS in decline has been controversial．The

estimation of IMF and Wbrld Bank that China’S economic aggregate will soon overtake

the U．S．further alarms Americans．To conclude．whether the U．S．iS in decline or not

matters not only to itself,but also to the international order and global trend．
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88

The confrontational attitude of the U．S．on Asian—Pacific security issues should trigger

China to developa new model ofmajor-country relations involving arms preparations for

air and sea conflict．China must avoid total confrontation while simultaneously preparing

itself against partial confrontations with the U．S．

An Analysis of Japan’S‘Active Pacifism’ Wang Shan 100

Japanese Prime Minister ShinzoAbe’S policy of‘Active Pacifism’covers Japan’S internal

affairs，diplomacy and security．Its focus is on amending the pacifist constitution and

exercising Japan’S fight of collective self-defense．Japan wants a military transformation

and abigger voice in settling international disputes．The international community should

watch Japan closely under the ever-changing Asia—Pacific security situation．
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Future of Germany's Policy of Active Diplomacy Li Chap 111

When thenew German government decided to adjust foreign poficy，the intention was to bear

more responsibility．However,hismficM reasons and multiple limitations will make it

impossible缸a‘]oolicy ofactive diplomacy”to fully unfold soon．Yet the country’S status and

independence，its relations with other big powers，and its leadership in the EU will strengthen．
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Why Is the Abe Government SO Anxious to Improve Relations with China?

Before the APEC meeting，the Abe government had repeatedly expressed its hopes for

diplomatic dialogue with China．The Abe cabinet’S shift in attitude towards China has

attracted wide international attention．This journal invited some well—known Japan

experts to analyze and discuss current sensitive questions．
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